
CVC: a Cooperating Validity ChekerAaron Stump, Clark W. Barrett, and David L. DillComputer Systems Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USAE-mail: fstump,barrett,dillg�s.stanford.eduPhone: +1 650 725 3646, Fax: +1 650 725 6949Abstrat. Deision proedures for deidable logis and logial theo-ries have proven to be useful tools in veri�ation. This paper desribesthe CVC (\Cooperating Validity Cheker") deision proedure. CVCimplements a framework for ombining subsidiary deision proeduresfor ertain logial theories into a deision proedure for the theories'union. Subsidiary deision proedures for theories of arrays, indutivedatatypes, and linear real arithmeti are urrently implemented. Othernotable features of CVC are the inorporation of the high-performaneCha� solver for propositional reasoning, and the ability to produe in-dependently hekable proofs for valid formulas.1 IntrodutionDeision proedures for deidable logis and logial theories have been used su-essfully in several approahes to veri�ation. They play an important role inveri�ation based on interative theorem provers (e.g., PVS [8℄), where deid-able subgoals that arise in proofs of system orretness an be automatiallydisharged by deision proedures, thus reduing the burden on the user. Theyhave also been used in more automati approahes to veri�ation, where veri-�ation problems are redued to validity heking problems, typially involvingvery large formulas (e.g., [9℄).CVC is a high-performane system for heking validity of formulas in a rela-tively rih deidable logi. Atomi formulas are appliations of prediate symbolslike < and = to �rst-order terms like x+ 2 � y and ar(ons(x; L)). Formulas arethen the usual boolean ombinations (built using AND, OR, NOT, et.) of atomiformulas. CVC's language provides prediate and funtion symbols whih areonvenient for modelling systems like hardware, protools, and software. CVCis implemented in around 150K lines of C++.CVC is the suessor to the Stanford Validity Cheker (SVC) [1℄. In additionto the ability to produe proofs and the inorporation of an eÆient SAT solver,CVC has many improvements over SVC. The odebase is muh more robust andextensible. The C++ Standard Template Library (STL) is used for eÆient datastrutures. Suh seemingly minor features as the syntax for the input languageand the quality of the error messages have been greatly improved, resulting in a



muh more usable system. The following is an example of CVC input:list : TYPE = DATATYPE ons (ar : REAL; dr : list); null END;L1; L2 : list;x; y : REAL;P : [ [REAL; REAL℄�> BOOLEAN℄;QUERY (x = 2 � y� 1) AND (L1 = L2 WITH ar := x) =>P(x+ y; ar(L1)) => P(3 � y� 1; x);The example �rst delares an indutive datatype of lists. Then it delares someuninterpreted onstants and an uninterpreted binary prediate P. It then queriesa formula, whih in this ase is valid. The WITH operator performs funtionalupdating of a data struture.2 Cooperating deision proeduresEarly work by Nelson and Oppen showed that under ertain restritions, inde-pendent deision proedures for quanti�er-free logial theories in lassial �rst-order logi with equality an be ombined to obtain a deision proedure forthe union of the theories [7℄. The most basi restrition is that the theories maynot share funtion and prediate symbols other than the equality symbol. Theunion of the theories an ontain terms like ar(L) + 3 � x whih have funtionsymbols from the signatures of more than one theory. A variant of the Nelson-Oppen approah is implemented in CVC [2℄. The subsidiary deision proeduresurrently implemented are for the following theories.Arrays: The theory of arrays implemented [10℄ has funtion symbols forreading from a loation i in an array a (syntax: a[i℄) and funtionally updatingan array a to ontain a given value v at a given index i (syntax: a WITH [i℄ := v).Arrays are extensional, whih leads to validity of non-trivial equalities betweenupdated arrays suh as (assuming a is an array)((a WITH [1℄ := 100) WITH [2℄ := 200) =((a WITH [2℄ := 200) WITH [1℄ := 100):Indutive datatypes: CVC allows the user to delare indutive datatypeslike lists and trees. Indutive datatypes are determined by a set of onstrutors,like ons and null, whih onstrut members of the datatype out of some on-stituent elements (possibly none at all); and seletors, like ar and dr, whihretrieve onstituent elements from members of the datatype. Seletors are on-sidered partial funtions, so ar(null) is onsidered to be unde�ned. When adatatype is delared, testers like ons? and null? are automatially added. ?(x)is true i� x was onstruted using onstrutor . CVC's language has speial syn-tax for tuples and reords, whih are speial ases of indutive datatypes.Linear real arithmeti: The theory of linear real arithmeti has the usualfuntion symbols for addition, subtration, and arithmeti negation, as well as formultipliation and division by a onstant. There are also the usual prediate sym-bols for arithmeti omparison. CVC implements a version of Fourier-Motzkinvariable elimination to handle inequalities.



3 ProofsCVC an optionally produe proofs for every formula it reports valid. The proofsare represented using a variant of the Edinburgh Logial Framework (LF) [5℄,extended with features for more onveniently representing multi-arity funtionslike the tuple-forming operator and n-ary addition [12℄. The proofs an be eÆ-iently heked by a proof heker alled ea [11℄, whih ships with CVC.4 Cha�Given the great advanes that have been made in propositional SAT solving toolsin the last deade, muh greater performane on problems with boolean struturean be ahieved by inorporating a modern SAT solver. CVC inorporates theCha� SAT solver [6℄ to do its propositional reasoning. The Cha� ode is modi�edto assert CVC literals (atomi formulas or their negations) in its searh for asatisfying assignment. When the rest of CVC disovers a ontradition, a onitlause is added to Cha� ontaining the relevant assertions. CVC determineswhih assertions are relevant to the ontradition by reusing the infrastruturethat produes proofs in order to trak assumptions [3℄. This approah greatlyimproves performane.5 PerformaneFigure 5 ompares CVC and its predeessor SVC on benhmarks from proessorveri�ation. Size is the size in kilobytes of the formula represented with maximalsharing of ommon subexpressions in ASCII. Running times are in seonds onan 850MHz PIII. CVC is faster than SVC on all but a handful of the examples.All but the last three examples were part of SVC's suite of benhmarks, andhene are among the examples that SVC ould be expeted to perform best on.test size (Kb) SVC time CVC timefb 12 11 10 1.0 0.2fb 5 12 11 4.2 0.3fb 6 12 8 1.1 0.2dlx-dmem 71 0.2 1.8dlx-p 87 0.2 0.9dlx-reg�le 71 0.2 3.8pp-bloaddata-a 32 0.6 1.6pp-bloaddata 31 8.8 4.1pp-dmem2 30 8.6 1.4pp-invariant 29 0.3 0.2ibm-full-5 350 16.1 2.3ibm-full-10 370 15.0 2.3bool dlx2 aa 238 > 10000 0.7
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